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Executive Summary 

 
I am delighted to 
present Imara’s annual impact 
report for 2020.  
  
It has been a challenging year for 
everyone and one that we hadn’t 
anticipated or been able to plan 
for. Not surprisingly we hadn’t 
included a pandemic in our risk 
assessments or allocated 
additional resources to move to 
working remotely from 
home. However, I am immensely 
proud to say that the Imara team 
responded brilliantly to the 
challenge that we faced, in our 
usual style this was done with 
compassion, care and thought and 
I feel that we have hardly missed a 
beat. We have continued to 
deliver an effective, holistic service 
to children, young people and their 
safe family members across 
Nottinghamshire and were 
successful in our bid for a sub-
contract from NUH to deliver 
additional therapy to children and 
young people in the county. 
So, lockdown for us meant a big 
learning curve as we selected and 
interviewed for an additional 10 

members of staff via Zoom! It was 
a real test of the success of online 
working that we have recruited a 
cracking team of business support 
staff, CHISVA’s and therapists and 
real credit to the whole team in 
how the new members of the team 
have integrated so well in spite of 
still not having met each other face 
to face yet!  
  
Not content with recruiting new 
staff, we have recruited new 
trustees, including a Chair, a 
Treasurer, a Safeguarding trustee 
and another legal trustee and a 
whole host of wonderful volunteers 
who have joined the mentoring 
team, allowing us to expand our 
offer to children and young people 
and providing them with support as 
they face the challenges of 
stepping into young adulthood. All 
of them have brought a wealth of 
skills and experience that is really 
contributing to how effectively we 
respond to challenges and build 
our service.  
  
Imara has risen to the challenge of 
having an impact not only locally, 
but regionally and nationally. We 
were invited to join the Spreading 
Excellence National Working 
Group established by Lime Culture 
and funded by the Home Office. 
Along with Charlotte Caulton-Scott 
we delivered a specialist workshop 
and answered questions on the 
symposium panel. Our CHISVA’s 
are part of a regional 
ISVA/CHISVA group which meet 
quarterly with members of the CPS 
and this is proving a productive 
and successful partnership. We 
have also been part of the Consent 
Coalition locally, a group of 
organisations within Nottingham 
who are working together to raise 
awareness of the importance of 
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consent, banish myths about rape 
and sexual assault and encourage 
survivors and victims, to access 
support and report any sexual 
violence.  
Our CHISVA service has received 
Accreditation from Lime Culture for 
its Quality Standards for 
Independent Sexual Violence 
Adviser (ISVA) services and we 
were told that our submission 
became the benchmark for other 
CHISVA services.  
  
More importantly feedback from 
children, young people, parents 
and carers continues to tell us that 
they find the service helpful, 
sometimes describing it as 
lifesaving, and as something they 
are not sure that they know how 
they would have managed without. 
We are so glad that our funders 
and local commissioners agree 
with us, and that all those who 
have managed to tell us that they 
have been affected by child sexual 
abuse don’t have to manage 
without it, because Imara is here 
and Imara is growing!   
  
We have so many ideas and plans 
for the year ahead and we are 
particularly delighted that the 
participation group will be working 
alongside us, they are a group of 
young people who meet regularly 
and help us to think about the 
service and ways that we can 
make it more accessible and 
friendly to anyone who comes our 
way.  
  
As we begin to head back to our 
premises in Nottingham City, we 
are mindful of the heavy load that 
children and young people have 
had to carry over the past year, 

especially if they haven’t been safe 
at home, and we hope that as they 
return to school that they begin to 
feel able to talk and that safe 
adults are ready to listen to them. 
We will continue to speak out on 
their behalf and to join with the 
national drive to spread excellence 
and seek justice for them.  
  
Best wishes  
Cath Wakeman  
CEO  
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2020: Year in Review 

419+  

Families in Nottinghamshire have 
been supported by Imara this year 

alone 

 

 

474+ 

Victims/survivors of child sexual 
abuse have been supported by Imara 

this year alone 

1418 hours of therapy 

1918 hours of CHISVA 

support 

 

27% in person meetings 

 

37% online meetings via 

videocall 

 
35% telephone calls 

 

 

3400+ 

hours of direct work with children, 
young people and families, including 
therapy sessions and CHISVA support 

around the criminal justice process 

 

920+  

hours of partnership working with 

other professionals to support and 
advocate for our clients (including 

Police, Social Care, Education, 
Healthcare, CICA, etc.) 
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“Imara helped me loads with 

understanding that it is not my fault 

what happened to me” - Client 

“Imara has helped me and my daughter 

to reconnect after 6 years of trauma 

and nightmares and flashbacks I can’t 

thank them enough they are amazing.” 

- Parent 

 

Imara has helped my children’s 

school to understand that my children 

have been through something very 

traumatic and has helped me to 

communicate with the school in a way 

that is professional. My family and I 

have had the support from Imara 

110% such an amazing service. - 

Parent 

“My ChISVA is important to me because 

he has been a consistent point of contact 

throughout the case and is always willing 

to help however he can. He is the only 

person who has stayed the same 

throughout the nearly 2 years of my case 

so far” - Client 

“I can confidently say without any 

hesitation, that in the past 5-6 years I 

have seen over 30 different therapists 

and the PICT therapy at Imara, is the one 

that has helped me the most. The 

therapist has really listened to me and 

taken into account what I want from 

therapy.” - Client 

“By working together [with a ChISVA from 

Imara], I feel we have been much more 

successful in mapping out plans of 

support and identifying and responding to 

issues proactively. Additionally, I know 

from conversations with the family that 

they have been extremely grateful for 

your support in navigating what has been 

an extremely complex and unsettling time 

for them” – Social Worker 
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Imara and Our Values 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Holding Our 

Ground 

Seeking  

Justice 

 

Acceptance 

Compassionate 

Commitment 

THE WHO 

Imara is an independent specialist service that 

supports children, young people and their safe 

family members following a disclosure or 

discovery of child sexual abuse. We are a charity 

and all of our services are free to access. We 

receive referrals directly from the local paediatric 

sexual assault referral centre (EMCPYSAS – 

0800 183 0023). 

 

We are the chosen provider of therapy for all 

children and young people aged 0-18 affected by 

sexual abuse across the county of 

Nottinghamshire, as well as children under 12 in 

Nottingham City. We specialise in trauma and 

familial abuse, and we also support our clients 

from a legal and advocacy perspective with our 

CHISVA service (Children and Young People’s 

Independent Sexual Violence Advisor) which is 

commissioned by Nottinghamshire Police and 

Crime Commissioner. 

 

In line with specialising in familial abuse, 

wherever appropriate we work with children and 

young people within their family unit, empowering 

them to access and use the resources they have 

within themselves and their family in order to 

recover from the trauma and thrive going 

forward. This includes working not only with the 

children and young people we are referred, but 

also their safe family members, including 

parents, carers, siblings and grandparents for 

whom a disclosure or discovery that sexual 

abuse has been occurring within their family and 

home can have profound and severe impacts. 

Creative 

Empowerment 
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Background Theory of Change  

 

COVID-19 
Calls to Childline about child 

sexual abuse increased threefold 

during lockdown. 

Some children told Childline that 

sexual abuse had become more 

frequent during lockdown as they 

were spending more time 

isolated with their abuser. 

Lockdown added an extra 

challenge for children and young 

people to disclose sexual abuse, 

and they had less opportunity to 

speak to trusted adults outside of 

their home, such as teachers 

THE WHY 

• The Centre for Expertise on CSA 
estimates that 15% girls (3 in 20) and 5% 
boys (1 in 20) experience some form of 
child sexual abuse.  

• Over 83,000 child sexual abuse offences 
were recorded by police in the year 
ending March 2020, an increase of 
approximately 267% since 2013. 

• However the number of prosecutions and 
convictions for child sexual abuse has 
fallen from a high in 2016. In 2019 just 
3,700 defendants were prosecuted for 
contact child sex offences and of those, 
around 2,700 were convicted. 

• Over a third of all police-recorded 
sexual offences are against children. 

• Only around 1 in 25 cases of child 
sexual abuse result in a charge or 
summons. Almost half of all cases 
do not proceed further due to 
“evidential difficulties”. 

• In April 2020, the NCA estimated 
that a minimum of approximately 
300,000 individuals in the UK pose a 
sexual threat to children, either 
through contact abuse or online. 

• Approximately two thirds of CSA 
reported to the police is perpetrated 
by a family member or someone close 
to the child. 

• On average it takes 7 years for a child 
to disclose sexual abuse. 

• 1 in 3 children who have experienced 
sexual abuse by an adult did not tell 
anybody at the time. 

• Adults who had a long-term health 
condition or disability during childhood 
were twice as likely to have 
experienced child sexual abuse. 

• There is strong evidence that child 
sexual abuse is associated with an 
increased risk of adverse outcomes in 
many areas of a person’s life. This 
can include physical, emotional and 
mental wellbeing, relationships, and 
socioeconomic outcomes.  

• Those who experienced child sexual 
abuse are significantly more likely to 
experience domestic abuse and 
further sexual abuse as adults. 

• The Home Office estimated the cost 
to society of child sexual abuse in 
2019 as at least £10 billion. 
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THE WHAT  

 

SPECIALIST  
SLEEP & ANXIETY 

SUPPORT 

UP TO 10 INITIAL THERAPY SESSIONS 
Sub-contracted by NUH, funded by NHSE 

 

THERAPEUTIC 
SUPPORT 

CHISVA  
SERVICE 

CORE  
SERVICES 

OTHER  
SERVICES 

Imara aims to empower and promote the recovery of children, young people and their 

families affected by child sexual abuse, by offering early intervention in the form of:  

• Access to pre- and post- trial therapy, available in a range of creative arts approaches suited to 
children and young people 

• Accurate and impartial information and consistent contact throughout the judicial process, 
empowering clients to understand their rights and make their own informed choices 

• Specialist support for acute trauma symptoms including anxiety and problems sleeping 

• Support with education, health, housing and financial concern to restabilise the family following the 
abuse 

• Specialist risk and needs assessment, and referral to other appropriate support and services 

• A safe and supportive space for parents and carers to process their own experiences, as well as 
psychoeducation to understand the impact trauma may be having on their child’s behaviour, 
development and needs 

• Opportunity to move onto one-to-one mentoring support to work towards personal and practical 
goals, helping survivors to look towards their future with excitement and ambition. 

MENTORING  
SCHEME 

EXTENSION TO LETTING THE FUTURE IN 
- UP TO 24 THERAPY SESSIONS & JOINT 

SESSIONS WITH A SAFE CARER 
Funded through charitable grants 

THERAPY 
FOR SAFE 

FAMILY 
MEMBERS 

PSYCHO-
EDUCATION 

FOR 
CARERS 

FAMILY  
SUPPORT 

Our Mission: To empower children and their families to move forward from the impact of 

sexual abuse. 
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Our CHISVA Service 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

HOW CAN IMARA’S SERVICES BE 
ACCESSED? 

Referrals are received directly from 
the East Midlands Children and Young 

People’s Sexual Assault Service 

0800 183 0023 

 

WHAT IS A CHISVA? 

A CHISVA is a Children and Young People’s 
Independent Sexual Violence Adviser.  

The service went live on the 1st July 2018 
and is funded by the Police and Crime 
Commissioner.  

CHISVA’s provide practical and emotional 
support, as well as support through a police 
investigation and any court processes. 

All CHISVA’s are fully trained by Lime 
Culture, and our service is accredited. 

 

 

 

 

 

WHO CAN ACCESS THIS 
SERVICE? 

Any child aged 0 - 18 in the Nottingham City 
or Nottinghamshire County area following a 
disclosure or discovery of sexual abuse. 
Family members of the victims can also be 
supported. 

 

WHAT IS THE ROLE OF A 
CHISVA? 

• Keeping the child or young person 
at the centre, CHISVA’s complete 
a Safety and Support Assessment 
which allows them to listen and get 
to know the child, learn what is 
happening and figure how they can 
help.  

• CHISVA’s can offer face to face 
sessions at a place that suits the 
child and family, or support over 
the phone, by text, videocall – 
whatever works.  

• CHISVA’s help the child and family 
get in contact with other services, 
and help make sure the child’s 
voice is heard. 

• CHISVA’s help children, young 
people and families find out about 
other services and get the support 
they need. 

• The CHISVA will work with the 
people around the family to make 
sure the child our young person 
feels safe and settled and has 
everything they need. 

• A CHISVA will keep the child and 
family informed of what’s 
happening with Police and courts, 
and help them understand this. 
CHISVA’s can also support at 
court.  

• CHISVA’s make sure children and 
young people have all the 
information to be able to make 
choices that are right for you.  

• CHISVA’s help children, young 
people and families feel stronger 
and better able to cope. 
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Our Therapeutic Services 

We provide a range of creative arts 

therapies designed to allow children and 

young people to communicate in ways that 

come most naturally to them, in order to 

process what they have experienced and 

recover from trauma.   

We also provide therapy to safe adult 

family members, and find the creative arts 

allow adults to express their thoughts, 

feelings and experiences without having to 

find those difficult words.  

 

  

ART THERAPY 

• This a form of psychotherapy that 
uses art media as its primary mode of 
expression and communication.  

• The art making is used as a medium 
to address emotional issues which 
may be confusing, distressing and 
difficult to talk about.  

• This is not a recreational activity or art 
lesson and clients do not have to have 
any previous experience or expertise. 
 

 

  

PLAY THERAPY 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• This form of therapy uses play, 
sand, objects and art, allowing 
the child to develop their situation 
or history, through metaphors.  

• This is the easiest most 
comfortable way for a child to 
communicate.  

• This is used by therapists to 
initiate difficult conversation by 
displacing the subject from the 
child to the toy. 

 

. 
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DANCE THERAPY 

• It can be extremely difficult to simply ‘put 
into words’ how we are thinking or feeling. 
Dance and Movement Psychotherapy 
offers an alternative to those who may find 
it difficult to verbalise, using different 
artistic methods in the process. 

• Dance and movement therapy uses 
movement to help a client achieve 
emotional , cognitive, physical and social 
integration.  

• The benefits include stress reduction and 
mood management. 

 

 

  

PARKS INNER CHILD THERAPY 

• Aims to gain peace and resolution 
by taking the individual back to 
feelings they felt as a child.  

• Those abused as a child often 
suffer with mistaken beliefs of 
blame and guilt, despite logic 
telling them they shouldn’t feel like 
that.  

• PICT teaches that, regardless of 
the events, because they took 
place in childhood there is no guilt, 
blame or shame attached to the 
child - only to the grown-up who 
chose to mistreat a child. 

 

  

 DRAMATHERAPY 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Dramatherapy uses the healing 
elements of drama and theatre as 
the therapeutic process. 

• In Dramatherapy, children and 
young people can play, create, 
imagine, and move, offering them a 
variety of ways to express 
themselves 

• Children and young people use 
metaphor to form a safe distance 
between themselves and the 
material being explored. This can 
be done through characters, 
puppets, picture cards, story work, 
role-play, projecting onto objects, 
creating images and wearing masks 
or costumes.   

 

. 
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Our Other Services 

SLEEP & ANXIETY SERVICE 

The two key stress symptoms that 

young people we work with tell us that 

they suffer from are problems sleeping 

and anxiety. It is very common after 

trauma to experience panic attacks, 

flashbacks, and nightmares. Sleep 

deprivation can have a serious impact 

on emotional, physical and mental 

health and can leave families feeling at 

crisis point. By supporting children to 

manage their anxiety and get a better 

night’s sleep, we help them establish 

routines that will have a positive 

impact on the rest of their lives as well 

as feeling more in control and better 

able to cope with every day. 

Our specialist Sleep & Anxiety 

Practitioners provides: 

• Assessment of the child’s needs  

• Development of a bespoke 

support programme, which can 

include unique audio guide 

recordings 

• Advice around night time 

routines, sleep hygiene, 

bedwetting, anxiety and stress  

• Practical tools e.g. sleep 

diaries, nightlights, self-soothing 

and grounding exercises, 

breathing techniques. 

 

MENTORING SCHEME 

Our newly launched mentoring 
schemes provides young people who 
have been through Imara’s services an 
opportunity to explore practical goals 
and get excited about their future!  

 

Since May 2020 we have matched 16 
young people with a specially trained 
and vetted mentor. The project is 
centred around each young person 
and their goals, which has so far 
included exploring higher education, 
building confidence, and establishing 
positive daily routines and health 
habits.  

Outcomes already achieved has 
included securing employment, 
learning sign language, establishing 
weekly revision sessions, and 
producing artwork together.  

We have now recruited and trained an 
additional 17 mentors to meet the 
growing demand from our young 
clients and are excited to grow the 
project further. 

 

PARTICIPATION GROUP 

We recognise young people are 
experts in their own experience This 
year we have established a 
Participation Group for our former 
clients to come together to feedback 
and help us improve. The group have 
already contributed to a variety of 
projects, including making our service 
more accessible and ensuring we are 
giving the best support possible. We 
are excited to see this group continue 
to thrive and develop, and hope to 
move towards co-design and co-
production. 
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Our Theory of Change  
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Our Outcomes 

 
Outcomes - Coping 
 

61% Feel more able to 

manage their feelings and emotions 

 

66% Feel more able to cope 

even if things haven’t gone well 
 

64%Feel better about 

themselves 

 

Outcomes - Recovery 
 

64% Showed significant 

reduction in post-traumatic stress 

 

66% Showed clinically 

significant reduction in dissociation 
 

69% Showed clinically 

significant reduction in anxiety 

 

61% Showed clinically 

significant reduction in depression 

 

 

99%  were satisfied with the 

service they received 

74% were very likely to use 

the service again if they needed more 
support in the future 

 

 

 
Client Feedback 

 
85% scored Imara 8 out of 

10 or higher  
for how much we helped them to feel 

better physically or emotionally 
 

74% scored Imara 8 out of 10 or 

higher for how much we helped others 
to take notice of what they had to say 

 

68% scored Imara 8 out of 10 or 

higher for how much we helped them 
to feel better about the police 

investigation/court process 
 

60% scored Imara 8 out of 10 or 

higher for how much we helped them 
to improve their family relationships 
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Imara helping brothers (aged 5 and 7) 

and a half-brother recover their 

identities and wellbeing   

• Our therapeutic services helped the 

brothers overcome the traumatic 

experience of sexual abuse from 

their step-father. 

• Imara also supported the family to 

address and resolve complex issues 

relating to their identity as a family 

unit, with one of the children wanting 

to lose all connection with their birth 

father who had abused their half 

siblings. 

 

- CHISVA service helped the family to 

engage with the court process, liase 

with intermediaries working on the 

case, as well as supporting them to 

successfully apply for funding to cover 

the costs of legal expenses the family 

would have not been in a position to 

cover. 

- These resources helped the half-

brother recover his wellbeing and 

change his last name to disassociate 

from the perpetrator. 
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Meet Our CEO and Trustees 

 

  CATH WAKEMAN OBE 
CEO & Trauma Therapist 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cath has been involved in working with 

survivors of Child Sexual Abuse since 

1998 when she completed her training as 

an Art Therapist. Cath ran a small private 

practice prior to establishing Imara and 

has trained as a Creative Arts Supervisor, 

EMDR practitioner, Couple counsellor and 

holds a diploma in Park Inner Child 

Therapy.  She has also provided specialist 

training regionally and nationally and 

works as a clinical supervisor and 

consultant to other professionals.  

Cath was awarded an OBE in 2015 for her 

services to Child Protection and is 

committed to supporting survivors and 

their families to move on from the trauma 

of Child Sexual Abuse. Setting up Imara 

was an opportunity to respond to the need 

of children and teenagers to receive 

immediate help once they had disclosed 

abuse, recognising that there was no 

comprehensive support to the individual 

and their family at this time. 

 

HELENA CZPASKA 

Chair of Trustees 

Helena qualified as a Social Worker in 
1982 and has worked in Mid Glamorgan, 
Lincolnshire, Nottinghamshire County and 
is currently employed part time in 
Nottingham City as a Child Protection 
Coordinator. Her work with children has 
involved working with children in care and 
leaving care, court work, running Girls 
Groups and child protection work.  
 
Helena has a particular interest in the 
mental health of children and adults, 
perinatal mental health and the 
psychology of behaviour. 
 

JENNY EVERITT 

Treasurer 

Jenny is a qualified chartered accountant 
with over 20 years’ experience in finance 
roles within the education sector. Jenny 
started her career working for Arthur 
Andersen and KPMG before moving into 
education holding a number of senior 
finance roles in Universities. Jenny has 
just recently joined the Djanogly Learning 
Trust in Nottingham as Head of Finance 
and is passionate about working in roles 
which enable her to have a direct positive 
impact on the lives of local children and 
young people. 
 

MARK BALL  
Safeguarding Trustee 

Mark started his career as a nursery nurse 
in the early nineties, when there were not 
many men in childcare and has worked 
with children ever since, including several 
years at the sharp end of child protection. 
Mark has vast experience of safeguarding 
and currently lectures at the University of 
Derby where he is the module lead for 
safeguarding. 
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CHARLOTTE CAULTON-SCOTT 

Trustee 
Called to The Bar in 2005, Charlotte spent 2 

years working as a Legal Advisor for 

HMCTS in London.  She was the Hate 

Crime and Domestic Violence Lead and 

worked with the Mayor of London to 

implement his cross agency protocol for 

domestic violence cases, including the 

provision of specialist domestic violence 

courts. In 2012, Charlotte moved to 

Nottingham and was appointed as District 

Crown Prosecutor for the Rape and Serious 

Sexual Offences (RASSO) Unit for the East 

Midlands.  She now manages all RASSO 

cases for the East Midlands. 

 

BEA GIANQUITO 

Trustee 
Bea has worked with communities on the 
margins since the early 1990’s. Including: 
refugees and asylum seekers, care 
leavers, homeless and vulnerably housed 
people, as well as new and emerging 
communities. 
Bea’s career has included project 
management, participatory and 
therapeutic arts, casework and managing 
frontline voluntary sector organisations for 
the Refugee, Homelessness and Mental 
health sectors. She also been involved 
number of Participatory Action Research 
studies and currently works as a freelance 
Consultant and Community Researcher. 

 

CHENNOUR WRIGHT 

Trustee 
Qualified Project Manager with over 5 years’ 

worth of experience delivering software and 

transformation projects. He has worked at 

Experian ever since leaving Nottingham 

Trent University in 2010, where he studied 

International Relations & Politics. He is an 

accredited Prince 2 and Agile (DSDM) 

Practitioner for project management and 

has an accreditation with the Charter 

Institute for Marketing. 

BIZ PARIDA 

Trustee  
Qualified Project Manager with over 5 years’ 

worth of experience delivering software and 

transformation projects. He has worked at 

Experian ever since leaving Nottingham 

Trent University in 2010, where he studied 

International Relations & Politics. He is an 

accredited Prince 2 and Agile (DSDM) 

Practitioner for project management and 

has an accreditation with the Charter 

Institute for Marketing 

 

MARYAM KHORASSANI 

Trustee 
Maryam began her career in the language 
industry working with people from a variety 
of different backgrounds including 
refugees and asylum seekers, as well as 
military, medical and legal professionals.   
Following the successful completion of her 
legal studies, she was called to the Bar 
and now works as a Legal Consultant 
providing assistance in criminal, civil, 
contract and international human rights 
law matters.  
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Meet Our Therapy Team  

 
   

Cath Wakeman OBE 
CEO & Trauma 
Therapist – Art 
Psychotherapist 

Christy Clare 

Senior Clinical 

Therapist – Play 

Therapist 

Melanie Page 

Senior Creative Arts 

Therapist – Art 

Psychotherapist 

Hannah Grace 

Senior Creative Arts 

Therapist – Art 

Psychotherapist 

    
Nicky Carling 

Trauma Therapist – 

PICT Practitioner, EFT 

Practitioner & Person-

Centred Counsellor 

Kim Lewin 

Creative Arts – 

Person-Centred 

Psychotherapist 

Verity Danbold 

Creative Arts – Dance 

& Movement 

Psychotherapist 

Stella Hurst 

Sleep and Anxiety 

Practitioner 

    
Mala Holland 

Play Therapy Trainee 

Ukeila Prophet 

Creative Arts– 

Dramatherapist 

Ellie Coulthard 

Creative Arts – 

Dramatherapist 

Sue Bulmer 

Creative Arts – Art 

Psychotherapist 

   

 

To find out more 

about our fabulous 

Therapy team visit: 

imara.org.uk/meet-the-

team/meet-the-staff/ 

Amanda Going 

Creative Arts– Art 

Psychotherapist 

Amanda Wray 

Creative Arts – Art 

Psychotherapist 

Maja Likar 

Art Psychotherapist 

Trainee 
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Meet Our CHISVA and Business Support Team 
 

    
Stephanie Atkinson 

CHISVA Service Lead 

Zoe Kukan 

Trauma Care 

Practitioner – ISVA 

and CHISVA 

Kyle Colton 

Trauma Care 

Practitioner – 

CHISVA 

Emily Shelton 

Trainee CHISVA 

74 court cases 

& 

451 families 

 
Supported by the CHISVA Service 

since launch in April 2018 

 

If you feel that you, or somebody that you 

know could benefit from support from our 

Independent Sexual Violence Advisors. Please 

contact the East Midland’s Children and Young 

People’s Sexual Assault Service (based at 

Queens Medical Centre, Nottingham) on:  

 

0800 183 0023 

    

    
Lucy Smith 

CHISVA 

Rhonda Wattley   

Advocacy and 

Resources Project 

Worker 

Alice Hibbert 

Business Support 

Lead 

Lily Beaven 

Project Co-ordinator 

Mentoring and 

Participation Group 

   
 

Vimbai Mutimutema 

Charity Administrator 

Helen Studholme 

Bookkeeper  

Michael Bellamy 
Premises Manager 

 

 

 

To find out more 

about the terrific 

people behind our  

CHISVA and 

Business Support 

teams visit: 

imara.org.uk/meet-

the-team/meet-the-

staff/ 
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“I'm really proud of how quickly Imara 

adapted our service to working remotely 

during the pandemic. From the beginning 

of the first lock-down in 2020 we 

consistently offered regular and weekly 

support the children, young people, and 

families who we work with. I received 

grateful feedback from numerous service 

users who said they had particularly 

appreciated this during a difficult year.  

“I joined Imara in the middle of the 

pandemic so I can only comment on 

what I witnessed which was how 

quickly, flexible, and adaptive Imara 

was in moving all services online to 

continue to provide support to survivors 

and their families. The level of care and 

client-focus policy underpinning all 

decision-making are what set Imara 

apart from other organisations.” 

It fills me with pride to be able to say 

we did not miss a single day of 

providing support to children and 

families using the service, although it 

had to suddenly be done differently 

and required a lot of learning and 

flexibility 

Most proud of staff supporting children 

and families during an already difficult 

time but we continued to do this in 

lockdown. Even in a pandemic in 2020, 

we were by their side in court. 

 

That Imara supports not just children 

but also their families. We recognize the 

impact sexual abuse has on the whole 

family, that no child is just an isolated 

case but the whole family can get 

support. 

Imara staff go the extra mile to 

support clients. In addition to regular 

one to one therapy or ChISVA 

sessions, we frequently get involved in 

playing an active role in the support 

network around a child, through 

attending meetings and liaising with 

schools, parents/carers, social workers 

and police 

I wish everyone would know how much 

Imara is working in partnership with 

other organisations and trying to 

contribute to changing police for 

example how police and the CPS deal 

with sexual abuse victims and their 

families 

The one thing Imara does that I want 

everyone to know is that Imara cares, 

about clients, families and each other. 

Our Staff in the Spotlight 

What are you most proud of in 2020? 

   

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What is one thing Imara does that you wish everyone knew? 
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Final Words 

It has been an incredibly successful year!  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Thank you for taking the time to read our first social 

impact report. We are truly proud of the positive 

change we have been able to deliver this year! 

In spite of the impact of COVID-19 on all of society, our team 

has grown and we have extended our services into the county 

and launched new projects for children and families.  

Your support really does mean everything to us. It enables us 

to keep providing crucial services to our young clients and their 

families. We would like to thank everyone involved in Imara for 

their incredible work, because without all of you we could not 

have achieved all that we have. There are truly too many 

people to name, but in particular we’d like to thank our team of 

volunteer mentors, our pro-bono IT support volunteer James 

Jones, our fundraiser Ghandi from Saddle Life, and all of our 

interns from the University of Nottingham and Nottingham Trent 

University, including those who created the template for this 

report. Thank you also to our partners for their support and 

finally to our amazing therapists and CHISVAs for enabling a 

high-quality service for the benefit of our clients. 

In the year ahead, we are looking to build on the tremendous 

success of this past year and have many new ideas. We invite 

you to play your part in our inspiring journey, and together let 

us continue to make a positive difference for our young clients 

and their 

families, in 2021 

and beyond. 

  

Congratulations to 

Stephanie Atkinson 

(above) and Cath 

Wakeman OBE for being 

shortlisted for the 2020 

LimeLight Awards. 

Stephanie was nominated 

for the Vicky Bardsley Prize 

which recognises the 

achievements of an ISVA 

that demonstrated 

commitment, passion, 

exceptional encouragement 

and support for their young 

clients. 

Whereas, our CEO Cath 

was nominated for the 

Inspirational ISVA Manager 

award in recognition of a 

fresh approach to leading, 

developing and managing 

an ISVA Service or team. 

We are so proud of them, 

but also for all of our 

terrific therapists and 

supporters that played 

their part! 
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Are you looking to support Imara to make an even greater impact and help ensure we 

are ready and able to support every young person who needs us? 

Donating to Imara 

Giving either a single or a monthly gift helps us to continue to empower children and families to 

recover from the impacts of sexual abuse. If you are in a position to donate you can do so at 

https://localgiving.org/charity/imaranottingham/ 

 

Volunteering with Imara 

Imara are always looking for volunteers who could help us with fundraising activities and events. If 

you are interested in helping us please email us at info@imara.org.uk. 

  

Fundraise for Imara 

Whether you wish to do a half marathon, a bike ride or even put your baking skills to the test for us, 

Imara will be here to cheer you on. If you would like to fundraise for Imara please fill in this survey  

 

Become an Imara Trustee 

If you have good understanding of charities and the role of trustees within charities, can 

communicate well and be a team player, and can commit your time, enthusiasm, and interest to 

champion our cause, we would love to hear from you! Please email us at info@imara.org.uk. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

On behalf of all of us at Imara, thank you for your support. We 

hope you can take pride in what you have enabled us to 

achieve and the lasting impact we have had on the lives of 

children, young people and families across Nottinghamshire. 

https://localgiving.org/charity/imaranottingham/
mailto:info@imara.org.uk
https://bit.ly/2MjZH5u
mailto:info@imara.org.uk

